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Opinion

No let-up in influx of foreign workers: Goar
Despite government promises to restrict the influx of temporary foreign workers,
admissions are rising.

ADRIAN WYLD / THE CANADIAN PRESS
Chris Alexander, the recently appointed rookie minister of Citizenship and Immigration, inherited
some heavy baggage in his new job.

By: Carol Goar Canada, Politics Government, Published on Tue Nov 05 2013

Since spring Canadians have been assured the number of
temporary foreign workers entering Canada will drop,
thanks to the restrictions put in place by Stephen Harper’s
government.

It spiked. Between January and June, 125,000 temporary
foreign workers were admitted into the country; a 5-per-cent
increase over the same period last year.

It wasn’t because businesses went on a hiring spree;
Canadian job applicants were being turned away in droves.
It wasn’t because the economy was growing; it has been
anemic all year. And it certainly wasn’t because Canadians
want more low-cost foreign labour pouring into the country.

Chris Alexander, who became minister of citizenship and
immigration in July, did his best to explain the embarrassing
surprise.

He urged Canadians to be patient, pointing out that the government’s restrictions didn’t
kick into effect until July. “I’m not going to predict where we’ll be on the temporary
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foreign workers by the end of 2013, but almost certainly in a different place,” Alexander
told a Globe and Mail reporter.

He is a reasonable minister and he’s making a fair request. But the reforms on which
Alexander is hanging his hopes are so modest — and the pool of low-paid foreign
workers is so huge — that it’s hard to envisage a sharp fall-off in the next two months.

Moreover, the rookie minister inherited some heavy baggage. His predecessor Jason
Kenney threw open the floodgates to foreign workers, making it easy for employers to
recruit abroad. The ready availability of low-cost foreign labour changed the dynamics
of Canada’s job market in ways that can’t be quickly reversed.

It wasn’t until a couple of egregious abuses of the program made headlines — a
Chinese-controlled mining company in British Columbia tried to bring in 200
temporary foreign workers, insisting it couldn’t find a single qualified Canadian and a
major bank tried to lay off 45 information technology workers and outsource their jobs
— that Kenney pledged to tighten up the rules. He said Ottawa would:

Cancel a provision of the program that allowed employers to hire foreign workers at
15 per cent below the market.

Charge a $275 per worker fee for using the program.

Require employers to submit a firm plan to replace their temporary foreign workers
with Canadian workers over time.

Demand proof that companies are not using the program to outsource Canadian jobs.

There is nothing wrong with these changes. They are all sensible and overdue. But they
are unlikely to choke off the inflow (which now exceeds 200,000 workers a year) or
deter employers from recruiting in countries where Canadian wages look very
attractive.

Economist Christopher Worswick of Carleton University just completed an analysis of
Ottawa’s policy changes for the Institute for Research on Public Policy. His conclusion:
“They are a good start, but further reform is necessary to prevent excessive reliance on
the program by Canadian employers. A cap on the number of temporary foreign
workers permitted to enter Canada each year should be implemented to ensure the
program does not grow too large while additional reforms are considered.”

He believes the wage structure for entry-level jobs is so badly skewed that it will take
years to straighten it out. Firms that can’t get workers at the going rate normally have
two choices; pay higher wages or invest in labour-saving technology. Ottawa gave them
a cheaper option: Hire abroad.

Many employers have become so dependent on migrant workers that they would have
trouble surviving if market forces were allowed to prevail.

This poses a delicate challenge for Alexander. If he chokes off the inflow of temporary
foreign workers to give jobless Canadians a break, he risks being blamed for
jeopardizing the viability of farms, restaurants, retirement homes, retail operations and
small businesses. But if he does too little, he risks angering jobless Canadians; young
people shut out of the workforce; their frustrated parents; immigrants who came to this
country intending to stay and contribute; and voters troubled by the hollowing out of
the labour market.

The minister can temporize for a few more months, hoping Kenney’s changes will
produce the right results. But he’d better have a credible backup plan. His government
will be judged on its ability to create jobs for Canadians.

Carol Goar’s column appears Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
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Constant Reader 3 days ago

Fact is after the uproar over the IT workers having to train their replacements at RBC, the
government said they cancelled the program. 300 contractors were replaced by temporary
foreign workers on a oil sands project October 8th, yet Jason Kenney announced on October
9th they were going to re-introduce the program! How can you bring back something that never
left?
Share Reply

Edusta 4 days ago

I think Carol should interview some of the farmers who bring in loads of workers from Mexico
and Jamaica- I think she will find that these people are simply filling jobs that Canadians refuse
to do- physical labour is no longer part of our identity....

Leave a reply...

Share Reply

AlwaysHopeful2 4 days ago

How about the Toronto office towers full of IT workers brought in from overseas? Jobs that
Canadians used to do until they were laid off in favour of cheaper labour. The stories in the
press don't even begin to tell the full story. Just ask someone who works there.
Share Reply

Lenbar 14 hours ago

If you think those are the only types of jobs foreign workers are being brought in to do then
you need to get your head out of the sand.
Share Reply

1 

seniora 4 days ago

The best way to save money is to offer the unemployed/welfare people the job, if they refuse,
cut off the money we the taxpayers are giving them.
Share Reply

2 

observer1 4 days ago

GREAT idea but no one has the guts to do it so the lazy slime that suck at the trough
simply continue to get paid. Consider, PEI has a program to bring lots of low paid
immigrants into their province. One fast food outlet has so many immigrants from the
Philippines that they have gotten the name of "The Subway People". In fact the majority of
the workers in that chain are from that specific country. So you say what is wrong with
these foreign contract workers coming to PEI ?? Answer is simple, this province has the
HIGHEST Unemployment rate in Canada !! But heck, why would we expect Canadians to
work when they can get paid to lounge on their fat tails.
Share Reply

1 

AlwaysHopeful2 4 days ago

Probably because in most cases the pay is so low that welfare pays more. They can
only get away with those wages with foreign workers who can be deported the
instant they complain. Its a form of slavery, not employment.
Share

Lenbar 14 hours ago

Well, AlwaysHopeful2, I'm sure Observer1 and seniora are all for keeping those wages nice
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observer1 5 days ago

Canadians SHOULD do as suggested but that won't happen in Toronto at least because
everyone is too busy worrying about whether Ford drinks or not. And anyway picking on a big
guy with a boozing problem is a lot easier than even thinking about an issue like this that has
made sure that 50% of those in the GTA don't have full time jobs. Look at the Star today. It is
simply page after page of Ego Satisfaction articles saying "See I told you that Gwaker was right,
Rob is a crack smoker". Hell we did not even dig the story up ourselves, it was an AMERICAN
Wiki-like board that few have ever heard of. Bottom line people are so obsessed with Ford that
they don't give a dam about really important things like THIS issue and the fact that we have far
more important political issues in this country than the mayor of Toronto who by the way, has
never been accused of corruption or bad performance, just bad judgement in his PERSONAL
life.
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oaksides 4 days ago

Not sure where you've been, but the Mayor has been accused of bad performance plenty.
Now, you might agree or disagree with that depending on your Ford Nation membership
status, but you cannot say he hasn't been accused.
Share Reply

observer1 4 days ago

Well OK I should not have used the word accused. This guy has been accused by
everyone in the performance field. The bottom line is he has done the job he was
elected for and have never stolen any money that we know of. This is in contrast to
the criminals in the senate and the dimwits in the provincial government that have
stolen over 1 BILLION from you and I just to keep Sousa and the Oakville guys in
power. To date I have NEVER seen anyone comment on Sousa being made Minister
of Finance even though his presence in the government cost us all so much. Sure it's
fun to be a Drama Queen and arrogantly pounce on the mayor for personal problems
( which I am SURE many of these morons also have) but it is a dam shame most of
these nitwits don't have the brains to find out what else is happening in Canada.
Share

Lenbar 14 hours ago

So why are you yapping about it in the comments section of an article about something
completely unrelated? Hypocrite.
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oh canada 5 days ago

Canadians should vote Harper's Party out of office to the Alberta coal fields ! Between them and
Canadian business they have sold out Canadian jobs, technology and industry.
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